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BROADENING
YOUR
SCOPE



To strengthen the link between international and Indian 
management institutions in the field of business and 
management education by creating an environment conducive for 
their co-existence and co-development.

Our mission is to help an average, aspiring student of Malabar to 
catch-up with the skill sets required for a global leader and realise 
his dreams of international education at his door step. 

We do this successfully by executing a value-based education 
model which continuously adds value to students at affordable 
cost.

To grow as a catalyst in transforming our theory-rooted, 
operation-focused and obsolete traditional management 
education into a truly professional, practical, strategic  focused 
and internationally approved model.

Mission

We care for the holistic development of our associates through a 
human capital approach.

Our aim is to promote business, management and consultancy 
programs for the industry in Malabar.

“To work as a team in a cooperative and collaborative 
environment, continuously care for the value addition of our HR, 
develop research enthusiasts and multi skilled new generation 
lecturers who are leaders and change champions dedicated in 
developing the students of Malabar into global leaders and 
experiment a sustainable model which ensures organisational 
effectiveness and employee growth.."

The B School International (TBI) is devoted towards imparting the global business education to its students. As a next 
generation Business School we deem to bestow holistic approach of learning clubbed with global education for the future 
generation. 

As a UK twinning centre TBI is proud to deliver international education to the students at their doorsteps with a pragmatic 
shift of paradigm. In teaching methodology we equip our students with the international management education and 
provide them excellent university options to choose either of the UK, Canada, UAE, Malaysia, Singapore, Australia  to finish 
their learning skills with a BA (Hons) or MBA there. We are bent upon providing the multi-fold global management 
education to our students with emphasis on research, practical approach, referential techniques and more. 

About us



The TBI campus puts you 
in the heart of Malabar,
one of the most historic and
culturally enriching regions.

We here make a great distinction by helping you to blend all conventional 
courses like BBA, BCA, BA Psychology, Interior Designing with emerging 
themes in the market for getting jobs easily like consulting, developing 
start ups, artificial intelligence, cloud computing, aviation and logistics.

The youth of today think differently from the generations before. Social 
media and exponentially efficient connectivity align their views to the 
global youth. They're restless, keen to take risks and also rewrite their own 
careers as often they deem fit. They're independent in thinking and do not 
always have the pressure from parent's to follow the trodden path of 
chasing conventional courses of having little or zero chances of skilling 
them with the market needs.

Dear Aspirant,

The  twinning options  of, UK BBA, UK Integrated MBA, UK PGDBM+MBA 
will enrich you to mix with both Indian and International experience in 
application oriented learning. It would also help you to network with 
various students of different nationalities of the world. 

Simon Sinek in his much watched TED talk reminds us that there are three 
frames of our actions- the WHAT, the HOW and the WHY. Typically we are 
guided in that sequence as well. We spend time on 'WHAT' we have to 
study and the mechanics of ' HOW 'to study too. What we neglect is the 
WHY !.Why should i repeat the same education which never motivated me 
to learn, apply and explore.

Greetings from The B School International.

At TBI you would find an answer to this WHY factor. Here you're never 
pushed for studies rather the curriculum  itself will drive you to learn, 
apply and explore. Career is a great continuous journey with several 
pockets of turbulence. Learn from what you see  around you. Limiting your 
exposure towards a small geographical area ( ie: studying only in your 
district or outside states of India)won't stretch you much. Rather embark 
on the quest for an application based learning model with International 
exposure must be your motto of life.

Stay patient, stay observant of opportunities and dare to take risks now to 
unleash your potential at TBI .  

Wishing you all Good Luck.

Faisal P. Seyd














